Abstract. Lewis, [5] , has given a relation between cuspidal Maass forms and "period functions". This paper investigates that relation by means of the invariant hyperfunctions corresponding to automorphic forms.
Introduction
Lewis, [5] , constructs, with help of integral transforms, a bijection between the space of cuspidal Maass forms with eigenvalue s -s 2 for the f ll modular group PSL 2 (Z), and the space of holomorphic functions ψ on C \(-oo, 0] that satisfy (1) φ ( ζ )_ φ ( ζ +ΐ) Α ( ζ+ ΐ)-2 _ z -r l/ and ψ(χ) = O (l /χ) s χ -> oo. See also [6] .
Lewis, [5] , §6(c), gives formal computations with the boundary form associated to a Maass form s a motivation for his method. The present paper arose from the wish to understand the map from Maass forms to period functions in terms of hyperfunctions.
Almost all real analytic modular forms, cuspidal Maass forms included, arise from invariant hyperfunction vectors in the corresponding principal series representation. These hyperfunctions live on the boundary of the upper half plane, which is topologically a circle. They are represented by holomorphic functions in the upper and lower half plane. Proposition 2.3 shows that a special choice of the representatives always leads to functions that satisfy the relation (1) , and that, after a normalization, there is a bijective correspondence between invariant hyperfunctions and Solutions of (1), for general values of the spectral Parameter.
Zagier, [11] , gives arguments why the functions ψ associated to cuspidal Maass forms are similar to the period polynomials associated to holomorphic cusp forms for the modular group. (See also [6] , II-C.) We shall show that the classical period polynomials are a specialization of 1-cocycles with values in the hyperfunctions with compact support (see Proposition 5.8 and the construction in the proof of Proposition 2.5 in Subsection 6.3). To arrive at this cohomological Interpretation, we have to work with cocycles on the f ll original of the modular group in the universal covering group of SL 2 (IR), and use hyperfunctions on the line, which arises s the universal covering of the circle bounding the upper half plane.
In Proposition 2.7, we give a natural map from compactly supported hyperfunctions on the line to holomorphic functions on C \/, with / c R an interval. The image of the l-cocycles mentioned above leads again to Lewis's period functions, but with the opposite choice of the spectral parameter; see Proposition 2.8.
Lewis's period function is a special feature of the modular group. Most results in this paper are valid for a general cofinite discrete subgroup Γ c= PSL 2 (IR) with cusps.
Bunke and Olbrich, in [2] and a number of preprints, consider the hyperfunctionvalued cohomology for much more general discrete groups. I do not see a direct relation to the cohomology group discussed in this paper.
I thank E.P van den Ban, J. J. Duistermaat, J.B. Lewis and D. Zagier for their interest, help, and useful discussions.
Many of the ideas in this paper are present in the work of Lewis, or have been the subject of our discussions during Lewis's visits to Utrecht. I have also profited from Lewis's remarks on preliminary versions of this paper. Zagier has brought the work of Lewis to my attention, and has shown interest in the approach in this paper. Van den Ban showed me the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.2. Duistermaat has repeatedly told me that invariant boundary forms should give insight into automorphic forms. The upper half plane can be viewed s the quotient G/ K by identifying gK to g · i. We identify T to P \G by Pfc(#) h-* cot 5. We provide T with the cyclic order that induces the usual order on R ci Γ. Note that the function 5 See, e.g., [4] , Chap. III, §2. κ Usually, the letter H is used to indicate these spaces. We employ M to avoid confusion with cohomology groups.
Notations and Statement of results

Principal series representations of PSL 2 (R)
Functions on K correspond to functions on T ^ P \G. This gives the realization of 
-Γ Τ
The action of G on T = P \G is on the right. If we view T s the real projective line, then this action corresponds to g : τ H-> g~ l -τ. 
Automorphic hyperfunctions.
By F we denote a cofinite discrete subgroup of G = PSL 2 (R). So F acts discontinuously on <r> + u §". The limit set of F is equal to T. The quotient F \i> + has finite invariant measure; we assume that it is not compact. The fundamental example in this paper is the modular group F mod :=PSL 2 (Z).
/l Λ A cusp of F is a point of T fixed by an element of F of the form g ( l g l , with
x φ 0, g e G. Let us call ^(F) the set of cusps of Γ. This non-empty set consists of finitely many Γ-orbits.
We have ^(r mod ) = P^ = T mod · oo. The group F°° = | ± Γ n \ : n E Z l is the subgroup of r mod fixing the cusp oo. For a general Γ, we arrange by conjugation that oo e ^(Γ), and that {γ e Γ : γ -co = 00} = Γ 00 .
For v e C, let ΑΙ. ω (Γ) be the space of α e Μ ν _ ω that satisfy n v (y)a = α for all γ Ε Γ. We call the elements of
As an example, consider a holomorphic automorphic form on Γ ofweight k e 2 Z, i.e., a holomorphic function / on § + such that /( l = (cz 4-d} k f(z) for all l l e Γ. \cz + d) \c a) We do not impose any growth condition at the cusps, so k may be negative. We define a f e Ml fc J 1)/2 to be the hyperfunction represented by
The transformation behavior of / under F implies that ay e A ( *L ~ 1)/2 (F).
On the other band, automorphic hyperfunctions produce automorphic forms by the so called Poisson integral (see Thm. 3 of [3] ). Let v E C, q e 2 Z. For a given automorphic hyperfunction α e Α ν _ ω (γ), the function
is an automorphic form on G for Γ of weight q with eigenvalue v 2 , i.e., it satisfies:
(i) F q (ygk(9)) = F(g)e iq * for all 7 6 Γ and k(9) e K.
(ii) CF q = i --v 2 l F q9 where C is the Casimir operator.
We do not impose a growth condition at the cusps.
There are differentiation relations between the various F. Consider W:= (
] in the Lie algebra g s left invariant differential operators on G. Then VfF q = iqF q and E ± F q = (l -2v ± ?)F q±2 .
For α = α /? where / is a holomorphic automorphic form s above, we have
(To check this, use (15).) One can show that almost all automorphic forms on G (including those corresponding to cuspidal Maass forms) arise s F q for some automorphic hyperfunction. In this paper, the automorphic hyperfunctions are the central point of interest, and not the individual automorphic forms.
Automorphic hyperfunctions and period functions.
Let 3F be the space of holomorphic functions /: C \R -> C that satisfy (6) /(τ)=/(τ + 1),
Conditions (6) and (7) ensure that / has an expansion in non-negative powers of e ±2nil on g 1 . So /(+ /oo) makes sense s the constant term in this expansion.
Let T 0 = Γ\{οο}. So T 0 = IR in the coordinate τ. Any hyperfunction α on Γ has a restriction a| To to Γ 0 , which can be represented by a holomorphic function on {teC:0< |Ιηιτ|°< 1}.
Proposition 2.1. There is an injective linear map
We define powers of 1 + τ 2 with the Standard choice arg
For the formulation of this result, it is essential that oo is a cusp of Γ, with width l.
Example. Let /(τ) = £ a n e ιητ be a holomorphic automorphic form of weight n = -oo k € 2 Z, and let a r be the corresponding automorphic hyperfunction, represented by g f s in (4) . Then l £ -a 0 -f 2^ fl"e nt forie § ,
Example. Let v £ -+ Z and ae Α ν _ ω (γ). Suppose that the automorphic form F 0 of weight zero corresponding to α (see (5)) does not vanish, and has the Fourier expansion
c w 
Equations (11) and (19) in [6] show that our f a is -π ν + 1/2 Γ(1/2 -v) times the function / in Theorem 3 of [6] .
The map α ι-»/ α is far from surjective. In the modular case we can describe the image: Proposition 2.2. Let veC. Define ^n 0d (v) to be the subspace offe^for which τ Η*/(τ) -τ~x ~ 2v /(-l/τ) extends holomorphically to C \(-oo, 0].
The Image of Α^^Γ^} ->^:ct \-+f a is equal to ^o d (v).
Let veC. We define iP mod (v) to be the linear space of holomorphic functions ψ : C \(-oo, 0] -> C that satisfy (9) ψ(τ) = ψ(τ + 1) + (τ + 1Γ 2ν -
The existence of both limits is part of condition (10) . Equation (9) This shows that all hyperfunctions associated to automorphic forms for the modular group (without any growth condition at the cusp) lead to Solutions of Lewis's functional equation (1) .
If α is an automorphic hyperfunction associated to a holomorphic automorphic form for r mod , then ψ Ά = 0; so the injectivity fails for v e --f Z.
In the case that α e Α^^Γ^^) corresponds to a Maass form, our φ α is times Lewis's period function ψ.
The relation (11) and its inverse relation (17) are due to Lewis see [6] , II-B. We shall prove the Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 in Section 3.2.
Γ-decompositions.
Let X a T be a non-empty Γ-invariant set. We define a Γ-decomposition q on X of an automorphic hyperfunction α e For automorphic hyperfunctions α such that the automorphic forms F q in (5) are cusp forms, we shall define, in Proposition 5.7, the geodesic decomposition gd of α οη ^(Γ). For cusps ξ and η, we shall give α [ξ, ?7] gd by an integral from ξ to η in £> + , and one from η to ξ in §"", over paths that approach ξ and η along geodesics for the hyperbolic metric. This is similar to the period polynomials associated to holomorphic cusp forms / of weight fce2Z: We prove these results in Subsection 6.3.
Action in holomorphic functions of weight l -2 v.
There is a Standard lifting G -> G : g l·-» g. This is used to describe the action of G in the functions on § + u §~ of complex weight r :
If the weight r is an even integer, then the center of G acts trivially, and we have the usual action of G of weight r.
By ^f r we denote the space of holomorphic functions on £> + u §", provided with this action. Some elements of 3? τ may have a holomorphic extension tojm interval contained \ \ in R. Lewis's functional equation (1) Here we use the coordinate B on f that corresponds to the one-parameter subgroup 9 h-> £(9) in G covering 9 l·-* k (9) in G. We prove these results in Section 7.
Hyperf nctions
3.1. Repr sentatives of hyperfunctions. The manifold T = P \G has real dimension l . That makes hyperfunctions on T reasonably concrete objects. We discuss hyperfunctions, first on R, and next on T. For more Information, and for proofs of the following facts, see [8] , § 1.1-3. Intuitively, a hyperfunction on [7, represented by g e 0(F \ (7), is the jump in g when we cross U. Duality. There is a duality between the real analytic functions on U <= T and the hyperfunctions on U with compact support. We shall mainly use the case U = T:
for fe&(W), ge&(W\T} a representative of α e ^Γ(Γ), and C ± contours contained in FF \Γ; see Figure 1 . If α has support inside an interval / φ T inside Γ, we can rewrite the sum of both integrals s a new integral over a curve encircling / in negative direction. The set W ^> T is not drawn. The contours should be adapted to the set W in such a way that the region between the contours and T is contained in W.
Real analytic functions and hyperfunctions on T. The sheaf £/ T -= & \ T is the sheaf of real analytic functions on T. We define an injection stf T (T) h-> @t T (T) by sending fe G(U)
for an open U c P>£ 9 U => T, to the hyperfunction represented by g (τ) = /(τ) for τ e £> + n U and g(-r) = 0 for τ e §". With this Interpretation, (15) is an extension of the duality in (3). The duality satisfies <π_ = <φ, α>. So ΜΖ ω is dual to M~v.
Proofs of Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Take a representative g of a. The function F: Th-»(l +τ 2 )~1 /2~ν #(τ) is holomorphic on the strip 0<|Ιηιτ|<ε for some ee(0,l).
The invariance of α under π (θ J)impli implies that Ρ(τ -1) = F(i) + q(i), with q holomorphic on | Im τ | < ε. So F represents a hyperfunction on [R that is invariant under the translations τι-»τ + 1. It determines a hyperfunction on the circle RmodZ, and this hyperfunction has a representative that is holomorphic on the complement of the circle in P^. The freedom in this representative is an additive constant. We replace F by the unique function / a of the form
So/ a e J^, and represents a| To .
Suppose that/ a vanishes. Then Supp(a) c {oo}. As oo cannot be a fixed point of the whole group Γ, we conclude that α = 0. D Remark. Equation (16) 
14-2v
As /e J^o d (v), the quantity between brackets is holomorphic on a neighborhood of = 1. This shows that π ν ( <} β -β vanishes on a neighborhood of oc. which implies (10). D
Behavior of automorphic hyperfunctions at a cusp
The proof of Theorem 2.4 will be based on knowledge of the behavior of automorphic hyperfunctions at a cusp. This can be compared to the study of automorphic forms with help of their Fourier expansion. We do not give the complete Fourier series. The expansion at the cusp discussed in Subsection 4.3 suffices for our purpose. The crucial term in this expansion corresponds to the Fourier term of order zero. This term is an AMnvariant hyperfunction. In Subsection 4.2, we construct explicitly a basis of the corresponding space (Μ ν _ ω ) Ν . Το see that we really have a basis, we use the results in Subsection 4.1 on the structure of M^. This quotient can also be viewed s the space of polynomials of degree at most k -2, with the right action of G given by p \ 2 A computation shows that:
The (g, A )-modules M^. The complexified Lie algebra g of G acts in Μ%.
Intertwining operators. Let veC and αΕΜ* ω . We define Γ α :Μ^ν -» C°°(G) by Proof. Let us take contours 7 ± s indicated in Figure 3 , and define a c s the hyperfunction represented by (24) τ~~τ We have to adapt the contours to the position of τ 0 , such that τ 0 is inside 7+ or inside /_ Note that / a c has exponential decay. We also define F m β for Γ 00 -invariant hyperfunctions on Γ 0 . Restriction to Γ 0 commutes with F w .
For qe2Z, and α6^ν_ ω (Γ), the m-th term in the Fourier expansion of the automorphic form F q in (5) is g h-» <7r_ v (g)(^, F m a>.
The hyperfunction F 0 a is invariant under n v (N). This is the only Fourier term that we study explicitly. Remark. This does not determine a° and a 00 uniquely.
Proof. Consider first F 0 a, for a 6 Α ν _ ω (Γ) 9 Definition 4.4. We call a real analytic automorphic form F for Γ cuspidal at oo, if it is given by a Fourier expansion of the form
where q e 2 Z is the weight and --v 2 e C the eigenvalue, and where W. . is the exponentially decreasing Whittaker function, see, e.g., [10] , 1.7.
We define F to be cuspidal at ξ E ^(F) if gt-+ F(g£g) is cuspidal at oo. (As before, g£ e G is chosen such that ξ = g£-ao, and such that gsn^g^1 generates the subgroup of Γ fixing ξ.)
An automorphic form F is a cusp form, if it is cuspidal at all ξ e ^(Γ).
Spectralparameter. The action of the Lie algebra preserves cuspidality at a point ξ. Cusp forms are square integrable on Γ \G. This puts conditions on the (g, T)-module generated by a cusp form, see [4] , Chap. VI, §6. Such a module is isomorphic to either M χ with v E /Ruf --, -j, or to an irreducible quotient of M^~k )/2 , with kelZ^^^. The trivial representation, which is a quotient of M^2, occurs in L 2 (F \G), but s the space of constant functions; hence it does not consist of cusp forms.
If Γ has more than one cuspidal orbit, an automorphic form can be cuspidal at some cusps, and not at others. For such an automorphic form, the spectral parameter does not necessarily satisfy the conditions mentioned above. We call α cuspidal, if it is cuspidal at all cusps £ 6
Proposition 4.6. An automorphic hyperfunction α£Α ν _ ω (Γ) is cuspidal at if and only if all associated automorphic forms F q (g) = <π_ v (g)(p q , oc> are cuspidal at ξ.
Ifa is cuspidal at oo, then a n (F q }, s defined in (26), is related to the coefficients A "(a), defined in (16), by
Proo/. Compute <π_ ν (ρ(ζ))φ,, a c > by means of (25), and interchange the order of summation and Integration. This gives
The quantity p n (g,v) is holomorphic in v. We compute it for Rev < 0, by deforming the contour / sign(w) into the real axis:°o
So if α is cuspidal at oo, then we obtain the f ll Fourier expansion of each . The exceptions are the cusps ξ e ^(Γ) and the hyperbolic fixed points. For the latter, Γ ξ is generated by an element of the form g ξ a(t)gξ i , with g$eG and t > 1. For a cusp^, the group Γ ξ is generated by Definition 5.1. Let ae (R and let ae^(i7) be a hyperfunction on a neighborhood U of a. We call a parting of α at α a decomposition α = α + + α_, where α ± 6 J^(t/) are such that Supp(a + ) c [a, oo)n [7 and Supp(a_) <= ( -oo, a] n {7.
Any parting of α on a smaller neighborhood U^ c ί/of a, gives rise to a parting on t/. So a parting of α at a is a decomposition of the germ of α in the stalk 3 a .
A parting is far from unique. We can replace a ± by a ± + β for any hyperfunction β with Supp/J = {a}.
Lemma 5.2. Any α e ^(t/), U open, has a parting at each a E U.
Proof. The sheaf of hyperfunctions ^ is flasque, i.e., the restriction maps are surjective for all open t/c Fez R (see [8] , page 2).
Let ae(p,q)a U. The sheaf properties imply that there is a hyperfunction β on (/?, a) u (a, #) such that β has restriction 0 on (p, a), and coincides with α on (a,/?). The flasqueness implies that there exists a+e&(p,q) with restriction β on (/?, α) υ (α, g). So
Supp(a+) c: [a,/?), and α_ = α -α+ has support contained in (#, a\. D
Partings on T.
As Γ is locally isomorphic to [R, the order structure included, the concept of parting can be transferred to germs of hyperfunctions on T.
For a parting of a hyperfunction α at T 0 e Γ, we define a+ and a_ with respect to the cyclic ordering of T. If α 6 (& τ ) το corresponds to α e J* do under the decreasing map θ i-»cot 9, then a ± corresponds to α τ . Definition 5.3. Let X be a subgroup of G. By an X-parting of α at ξ e Γ we mean a parting α = α + 4-oc_ such that π ν (#)α ± = α ± for all ^ e JT^.
Note that the fix group Χ ξ acts in the stalk ( j)^ Any parting at ξ is an Jf-parting if Χ ξ is trivial. If a hyperfunction α has an ^-parting at ξ, then 7c v (g)oe = α in the stalk (39 T ) ξ for each g e Χ ξ .
Proposition 5.4. Let α€Α ν _ ω (Γ). Consider a cusp ξ
If v φ -+ 2, / e« α /z ^ Γ-pariing at ξ.
If v € ~ -h Z, /Ae« α Aas α Γ -parting at ξ if and only if A%(a) = 0.
Proof. It suifices to consider this at the cusp oo.
We use the expansion α = α° -h α 00 in Proposition 4.3. As a 00 has support inside {oo}, and is invariant imder the fix group Γ 00 , it has the Γ-parting a 00 = a 00 + 0. In Lemma 5.6 we shall see that a c has a Γ-parting at oo. So we are left with Λ 0 (α)κ ν . This is treated in Lemma 5. 
If we expand log (l -χ /τ) and ^(τ) in Laurent series in τ, we see that the terms τ η with n ^ 0 do not interact with the terms with n < 0. So we leave out the sum with non-negative powers of τ, and assume that r t is holomorphic at τ = oo, with a zero at oo. We fix χ > 0.
. Proof. In (24), we have given a representative of a c , by Integration over the contours 7 ± in Figure 3 . We take half of the contours /+, with end point ^/, respectively, initial point -\ i; see Figure 5 . We define a function g^·*, holomorphic on | τ 0 1 > l, τ 0 φ (-oo, 0), by In (30) we see that h is holomorphic on (oo, -1). The estimates of g c / imply that h is bounded on a neighborhood of oo, hence h is holomorphic at oo s well. This shows that a+ is invariant under Γ 00 .
To finish the proof, we define αϊ = a c -a+ on (l, -1). D
Remark.
We can define a representative g c / of α i in the same way s in (29), but with the other halves of the contours 7 ± . In that way we have g c a = g c^ + g c^r .
Existence of F-decompositions.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let q be a Γ-decomposition on Xcz T of an automorphic hyperfunction α6^4!. ω (Γ), s defined in Subsection 2.4. This determines a parting α = α^+ + α£_ at each ^e^, by defining a+ ?< * s the germ at ξ of α [ξ, η] for some >/ e Χ, η φ ξ. Condition (c) in 2.4 ensures that these are Γ-partings, and moreover, that α γ . ξ ± = π ν (γ)(χ. ξ ± for each γ e Γ. Conversely, if we have such a collection of Γ-partings, then it determines a Γ-decomposition.
Actually, the whole collection of partings, and hence the Γ-decomposition is well determined, if we know the Γ-partings α = α ξt+ + α ί § _ at each ξ in a System of representatives of Γ \Χ. f-= P\G is isomorphic to the real line. It is a covering of T = P \G = R ιηοάπΖ; the projection map is PK(9) H-» cot 9. We shall identify f with R, by PK(9) ^ 9, and we shall write the action of g e G s 9 H-> 9 · g. So 9 · K (ζ) = 9 + ζ. If arg(c/ + d) e (-π, π), then 9 h-^ 9 · ( l is the strictly increasing analytic function given by \c dj
on a neighborhood of 9 = 0. We have (9 + π) · g = 9 · g + π for all g e G.
Discrete subgroup. We define f to be the f ll original in G of the discrete subgroup Γ. So Γ is a discrete subgroup of G containing Z. Consider the right F mod -module J^2 s9 with the action of weight 2 s. We take for Xc Τ the f ll original of ^CT mod ). The functional equation (1) for the period functions is the relation \p\2 S (nw~ln + n) = ψ.
Let 23Φ2Ζ. Take a = \p\ 2s (w~1 + l)(w~2-l)"" 1 . Note that w~2-l is invertible if 2s φ 22. Thus, we see that ^(f mod ,^f 2s ) = 0. We might conclude that (1) is a triviality. But that does not take into account the fact that the period functions ip satisfy /(ψ) => (0, oo), and that property is not clear for a general element of a\ 2s (w~ l -1), a e Ji^s. This aspect is ignored, if we force (1) into the framework of group cohomology with values in J»f 2s .
If p == φ α in the Situation of Proposition 2.3, then a = tpli + 2 v( H;~1 + l)(w~2 -l)" 1 corresponds to -f a .
Cohomology with values in the compactly supported hyperfunctions on the line.
Principal series representations. Usually one induces representations from the parabolic subgroup ZP to G. Here we induce from P to G. Proof. Let c be given. For x, y e Γ, χ φ y, we can find ξ,ηεΧ such that * = cot ξ, 7 = cotf/, and η < ξ < η -f π. We define Λ (χ, j) «= tfc(£, */) e Μ1 ω . So Supp^^)) c 7.1. Construction of the intertwining operator P. This subsection contains the proof of Proposition 2.7. We construct the operator P in a number of Steps. To show that P arises naturally, we take the first step in a more general Situation. Next we shrink the / ε such that they are inside the 7 ε . This gives a similar double integral, plus terms coming from the residues. The latter yield, for ze § ± :
ζε{+,-} Ιζ ζε{ + ,-} Ι ζ
The argument of z -τ 0 follows the conventions given above. The Fourier expansion (23) of f£ converges absolutely on the path of Integration. Let us look at one term ζ^ζ η (α)β ζ2πι " το , with neZ^i-If ^ e £Γ ζ , then we move off the path of Integration toward ζ i oo, and we obtain 0 s the value of the integral. We are left with ,( )« =/<v)Ji-2vi l ~^\~2 (Proposition 2.3).
As v<£-+ Z, the map ^_ 2v -> ^_ 2v : h*-*h l _ 2v (l -k (-n)) is invertible. Write it äs the product of the commuting operators to prove the relation (14) in Proposition 2.8. D
